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Carrom board game rules in telugu pdf

1 Familiar with the symbols on the board. Think of Carrom as a game of finger pool. Instead of balls, you use small playing pieces and try to put them in the pockets of a harder piece named attacker. The Carrom board has a large wooden board that contains different markings. Before you set up a game, make sure you know the meaning
of these characters. It is important to understand the board in order to play carrom effectively. [1] The flyboard should be positioned 60-70 centimeters (about 23-28 inches) above the ground. [2] A circular hole sits in each of the four corners of the table and the net is placed on each hole to catch the pieces. [3] There are two faulty lines on
the table and two concentric circles in the middle of the table. The centre circle is six times the size of the piece of play and the main circle. Before the game begins, the pieces are placed in these circles. There are also rectangles drawn on both sides of the board. Each player has their own rectangle, and must shoot their attackers in their
rectangles. 2 Learn the importance of rough pieces. There are nine black pieces of carrom, 9 white pieces, and one red piece (sometimes called the queen), in addition to two pieces of well-known attacker pieces. Each player has 9 pieces of Carrom, in addition to one striker piece. One player is all black pieces, and the other player is all
white pieces. Sometimes the pieces are called karrommen. [4] White and black pieces are smooth, wooden pieces that look like those used for toy checkers. In each round, you try to use your attacker to knock out these pieces of board pockets. The red piece is called the queen, and it can be in your pocket any time you want after
drowning in your first piece (the queen's feature is similar to the black 8 ball billiards). If you have less than 24 points, the Queen adds another 5 points to your score. If you have more than 24 points, you won't get extra points in your pocket, queen. 3 Set the table for play. To start the game, put the Queen in the middle of the board. Then
put six of them around the queen straight into the ring. All six of them should touch the Queen and its neighbour. [5] The remaining 12 pieces around an insider of six pieces. Make sure that each outer piece must be touched by an insider. Change the color of the pieces. In other words, there should be one red piece in the circle, followed
by a white piece followed by a red piece, and so on. You and your adversary should place their strikers in rectangular confines at both ends of the table. 1 Sit opposite each other. The game is often played singles between two opponents, although sometimes people play on Carrom teams. Anyway, teams or players should sit opposite
each other. You and your partner or your team and your partner's team should sit at the opposite end of the table. You Each has its own rectangle from which to shoot your attacker. [6] 2 Practicing attacker grabbing. The attacker is the heavier piece you use to capture your pieces of pockets. If you're new to the game, it's a good idea to
practice gripping and hitting the attacker a few times before playing. Make sure you hit the attacker instead of pushing it. When you use an attacker, you can't move or leave your chair, and you have to hit the attacker from the rectangular boundary on the board. There are two main grips you can capture the attacker: straight grip and
scissors grip. The most commonly used adhesion is straight grip. It may be easier to manoeuvre if you're a new carrom. You keep your palm on the side down and rest at your fingertips very lightly on the karrom board. You'd just hold your index finger behind a piece and make your chance by slinging your finger. For extra control, hold the
striker between the thumb and the third finger to place it before flicking. The scissors shot is less common, but you may find it more comfortable. You put your hands sideways on the table, so your ring and pinky finger are pressed on the board. Then hold your middle finger upside down with your index finger, so that these two fingers are
about perpendicular to the angle of your pinkish and ring finger. It looks like a pair of scissors. The shot was taken by releasing his middle finger, causing it to snap forward and hit the attacker. 3 Determine who goes first and have that player break around. Usually, a coin flip is used to determine who goes first, but there are no strict rules.
If you do not want to make a coin flip, you can follow the rules of other board games, as the oldest player goes first or the highest player goes first. Once you've determined who's going first, that player will have to break the circle in the middle by taking the first shot with your attacker. It's unlikely that any player on the first shot in the
pocket will get a piece. In this case, however, the player will take turns until he does not pocket the piece. Before you can make a new shot, you must always bring your attacker back to your rectangle. 4 Take turns until you determine who pockets, which colors. You don't go into the game carrom knowing whose pieces are black and who
are white. It's set to play. The first player in the pocket piece must pocket the pieces that paint the rest of the game. The goal of Carbon is to get all your pieces in your pocket before the opponent does. You should also aim for a pocket red piece, sometimes called the queen. A red piece, or queen, can only be in your pocket after you have
pocketed a piece of your paint. 1 Continue playing until the end of the first round. The round of carrom ends when one player pockets all his pieces, and the queen is in his pocket. You play rounds until one player has reached 29 points. First player hit 29 points Remember, you and your opponent take turns shooting your attacker. An
attacker can only be shot from his rectangular boundary. If you pocket the piece, you can continue to play. You can shoot your attacker again, and you can continue to shoot your attacker until you fail to pocket the piece. 2 Follow the rules of the Queen. The queen or the red piece will finally come around in your pocket. The player must
both pocket and cover the queen. Covering the Queen simply means that one player is in the pocket of the Queen following the rules of the game. Under certain conditions, you can pocket the queen, but not cover it, and the Queen will be returned to the board. You can't pocket the Queen until you have at least one piece of your paint in
your pocket. If you put the Queen in your pocket before you make the pieces in your pocket, you haven't covered the Queen. The Queen will be returned to the centre of the board. If you pocket the queen after pocketing one of your pieces, you are successfully covered by the queen. The Queen will not be returned to the board and you
may receive points for the Queen at the end of the round. 3 Punish players for mistakes. There are mistakes in karrom's game. If you or your opponent commits an error, you will be punished for having one piece of your paint back on board. The following situations can cause an error:[12] If you accidentally pocket the attacker, this is an
error. You will also get an error if you knock your attacker or some other piece off the board. If you pocket an opponent's piece, it's a mistake. In addition to the fact that one of your pieces is back on board, the pocket of the opponent's piece comes with an additional penalty. If you pocketed and covered the Queen earlier in the game, the
Queen is also back on board. If you pocket your last piece before the queen is in your pocket, so a piece of you in your pocket and a penalty piece is back on board. In other words, two pieces will be returned to the board. If you touch any pieces other than the attacker, it's a mistake. 4 Continue playing around until one player has all your
pieces in your pocket. The first player in the pocket of his pieces wins the round, and then awarded points. But the round can't end with the Queen on board yet. The Queen must be in her pocket and covered with one player to finish. 5 Score each round properly. To determine your score, read how many pieces your opponent is still on
the table. For example, let's say your opponent has 5 pieces left on board. Your score would be 5. [13] If you pocketed and covered the queen during the game, another 5 points will be added to your score as long as your score is below 24. If you had 5 points based on your opponent's pieces, and you covered the queen, your score in the
round is 10. Add the points if you continue to win the round. When you get 24 points, you won't get an extra five points for covering the Queen. Stop playing. There is no specified number of rounds you play carrom. You just play until the player hits 29 points. You add scores for each round. In the end, someone should hit 29 points or
higher, allowing the game to end. [14] For example, you get 12 points in the first round. Your opponent wins the next round, scoring 9 points. In the next round you score 12 points again, giving you a score of 24. In the fourth round, your opponent wins and scores 5 points, giving him a total score of 14 points. In the fifth round you score 8
points. You have a score of 32 that exceeds the 29 points you need to win. You won that carrom game. Add a new question to Question What happens when a stdiker gets into netholes? It's a mistake. One of your pieces will be returned to the board as punishment. The question, if I pot two of them in one punch, do I get two more turns,
or just one? You'll only get one turn. The question, what happens when an attacker goes into his pocket? Or if the attacker follows the card in his pocket? If the attacker goes into his pocket, the pocket piece will be placed back on the board anywhere in the middle circle of the opponent. The question Is I pocket carrom men when there is
only one carrom men and the queen on board? No, because the Queen needs cover. If you accidentally pocket the carrom men first, then all the points the Queen is with the other team. Question Is there a rule that says to avoid hitting a piece when it has an arrow? Yes. Giving a direct hit piece arrow is a mistake. Question Can I play with
both hands? Not. You can't play with both hands. A competing team is also not allowed to use both hands. Question What if the Queen is in her pocket and there are no pieces left? You can't pocket the Queen unless you put your last karromman in your pocket right after that. If you put your last carromman in your pocket before you put
the Queen in your pocket, you put the Queen back in the middle and finish your move. Question How do I flick the attacker? Place your middle finger on the back of your thumb; Let go, applying pressure against the thumb flick. Do it to the attacker. Question What happens when no player reaches 29 points, or one player gets more points
than his opponent? For example, one get 18 points and the other gets 16 points. You have to keep playing until someone hits 29 points. Carrom played several rounds, so there's no need to worry if no one hit 29 points after only a few rounds. In this scenario, continue playing until you or your opponent hits 29 points. The question is, can
you score in any pocket? Yes. Show more answers ask the question Thank you! Thanks! This article was co-authored by our trained team of editors and scientists who confirmed its accuracy and integrity. wikiHow's Content Management Team closely monitors the work of our editorial staff to ensure that each article is supported by
reliable research and meets our high quality This article has been viewed 519,764 times. Contributors: 32 Updated: December 17, 2020 Views: 519,764 Categories: Board Games Print Send Fan Mail Credits Thanks to all authors creating a page that has been read 519,764 times. I've been looking for a new board game to play with my
friends for a while. I realized that I had a strange gaming table in my room, and through a little research, I found out that it was called Carrom. I poked around several DIY websites and found this article. Then I followed the right pieces of play, and I've been playing ever since. ... more When I played the game with my relatives, I pocketed
no coins and felt ashamed. So I chose wikiHow and learned to play carrom very well. ... the more I'm thinking about buying a karromboard and really do not understand how to play. I play the app but there are not really any rules, so I have to find q &amp;amp; A very useful. ... more the whole article was very useful to me because I have
received an unexpected carom fever, but I do not know anything. Thank you, wikiHow team, to put up the best information. ... the more I copied and pasted all your notes and pictures in Word and then I just printed it, and I can tell you that my family and I play it every day and we love to do it. ... the more this tutorial helped so much! I had
forgotten how to play after not playing for about 30 years. Very good location. This is a great page for beginners carrom. Easily explained and the figures are useful. It's really helpful for me and my wife because we're new comers in this game. Very good I got the better of it and had more patience and had more fun. This page is very easy
to understand harsh. It helped me know a lot about the rules of carrom. We should swipe the attacker smoothly. It explained all the rules nicely! Very good location. It really helped me! Easy to follow the instructions. WikiHow really helped me. Share a story
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